The Occupation-Image: A Deleuzian Analysis of Videos from the Israeli Occupation of Palestine boaz hagin and roy wagner Rearticulating the Conflict b'tselem (hebrew for "in the image of"), the Israeli information center for human rights in the occupied territories, is one of Israel's most prominent human rights nongovernmental organizations (NGOs). Founded in 1989, its goal is to document and educate about human rights violations in the occupied territories, to combat denial among the Israeli public about what goes on in the territories, and to ensure that Israel's government "protects the human rights of resi dents there and complies with its obligations under international law" ("About B'Tselem") . 1 In 2005, B'Tselem established a video department and added moving images to its human rights reports. In this article we look mainly at two groups of videos distributed by B'Tselem. One is the video reports by B'Tselem's researchers, which document Israeli violations of the human rights of Palestinians in the occupied territories and which B'Tselem has been making since 2005. The second is videos that were made as part of B'Tselem's camera distribution project. Launched at the beginning of 2007, this project provides Palestinians with video cameras in order to document their lives under the occupation themselves ("B'Tselem's Camera Project").
2 B'Tselem's videos have been posted on its website ("Video") and YouTube channel ("B'Tselem: Video") , and some of them have garnered considerable public interest, al though they have received almost no attention within film studies. Some of the videos have been circulated by the Israeli and international media.
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B'Tselem and the media frequently see these moving images as representations of facts that lie behind the images, coded in terms of human rights and national conflict. This is indeed the chief interest of NGOs such as B'Tselem as well as the police, the courts, and the media. In this article, we would like to put these issues in pa rentheses and argue that what the images show is not reducible to such an account.
The media discourse surrounding these videos has frequently focused on facts and on issues of objectivity and relations between the people involved, such as the ethics of depicting the suffering of others, selfrepresentation, and the degree to which filmmakers can and should intervene in the lives and deaths of those they depict. According to the videos' supporters, the media attention and public pressure have encouraged Israelis to raise questions about settlers in the occupied territories; impelled the Israeli police and military police to conduct in vestigations that might not have been opened boaz hagin is a senior lecturer in the Department of Film and Television, Tel Aviv University. He is the author of Death in Classical Hollywood Cinema (2010) , the coauthor with Thomas Elsaesser of Memory, Trauma, and Fantasy in American Cinema (2012) , and the coeditor of Just Images: Ethics and the Cinematic (2011) and Deeper than Oblivion: Trauma and Memory in Israeli Cinema (2013) . roy wagner is a Buber fellow at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem and a fellow of the Politi cal Lexicon Group in Tel Aviv University's Minerva Center for the Humanities. His research interests include resistance studies and the history and philosophy of mathematics.
journal of film and video 66.4 / winter 2014 ©2014 by the board of trustees of the university of illinois based only on spoken or written testimony from Palestinians; and sometimes resulted in arrests and convictions. Moreover, according to B'Tselem and its advocates, the presence of cameras can be a powerful deterrent and has reduced settler and army violence while offering an empowering form of nonviolent resistance for Palestinians. 4 Critics have asked whether B'Tselem gives a fair and impartial pic ture of events in the territories (and whether it is biased against Israel or even "antiSemitic"); whether the making of the videos puts the Pal estinian photographers, especially children, in danger; and whether the project has any long term impact beyond the initial media interest. 5 Specifically, as other scholars have noted, the events on the ground and other moving images produced in the region are not easily reducible to accounts in which clearcut sub jects and collectives that maintain a coherent identity over time perform easily discernable actions. Such discursive categories can indeed shed light on violations of human rights and national struggle, and providing clear and reliable evidence about what happened is no doubt crucial for legal proceedings. But this kind of analysis can also miss the sometimes chaotic, unofficial, and looming forms of vio lence and suffering, as well as the forms of political action they call for. As Ariella Azoulay writes, the "ruling power seeks to homogenize the heterogeneous scopic regime through the active reduction of objects seen within it to the logic of a national struggle " (201) . In response to this danger, we will attempt a reading that might escape the point of view offered to us by traditional liberal categories. Regardless of the avowed goal of this human rights NGO, the vid eos it distributes can be analyzed in ways that go beyond its own statements and the ways in which they are commonly framed in the media.
This reading of the videos thus joins ongoing research within film studies that has sought con cepts that go beyond the categories of human rights and nations. As Ella Shohat argues, some cultural practices in Israel and Palestine "chal lenge monolithic boundaries of belonging," and the films produced in the region cannot be easily segregated into national cinemas in light of the "densely interwoven relation of Israel and Palestine, as well as of the transnational traffic of media images, sounds, and peoples " (271) . Theoretical approaches such as queer theory, trauma studies and memory studies, and stud ies of space and place have allowed scholars such as Anat Zanger, Nurith Gertz and George Khleifi, Raya Morag, Gil Z. Hochberg, and Janet Walker to interpret moving images made in the region in ways that go beyond the common cat egories of national struggle and human rights. These studies have often focused on highprofile fiction and documentary films that have enjoyed theatrical release or circulation within the film festival circuit and video art that has been exhib ited in major museums and galleries.
In this article we would like to continue this line of research and extend it to the NGO vid eos. We will interpret B'Tselem's videos and articulate the political claim that they elicit by making use of Deleuze's cinema books.
9 Our purpose is not to place the videos within the theoretical divisions proposed by Deleuze or to find additional examples that are similar to the films with which Deleuze deals in his books. Rather, we take the books to be a conceptual system and understand Deleuze's concepts as virtual anchorage points, so that applying them to phenomena is a creative challenge that can be met in various ways. 10 Deleuze's work is par ticularly useful because it does not presuppose the categories in which these videos are usually discussed-human and national rights-and can help us go beyond this understanding.
In the analysis of the videos we will be com bining concepts from the two regimes that De leuze develops in his cinema books: the move mentimage and the timeimage. Briefly, Deleuze proposes a material universe with an absolute coincidence between matter, light, and motion, which he, following Bergson, calls "images." The basic structure that Deleuze finds in the first regime of classical cinema (that is, roughly, prior to Italian neorealism, according to Deleuze) is the movementimage that breaks down to a sensorymotor sequence of perception, affect, and action. In the universe of images, special images that constitute centers are formed, which frame movements, filter them, and organize them into elements that are sensitive only to some phenomena and ignore others. This sub tractive articulation of images inside frames and around receptive centers, Deleuze calls perception (Cinema 1 63-64). The centers react in a delayed and unexpected way, thus forming an actionimage separate from the perception image to which it reacts. The actionimage is this contingent reorganization of space that is sepa rate from the perceptive stimuli that brought it about. A third term, affection, lies between perception and action. Affection is a movement that holds an action back, processes it, delays it, and contemplates its various possibilities. It lies between the organization of perception and the contingent reorganization of the action (Cinema 1 65-66). Affection is not an actual movement, but rather an absorbed tendency or an effort, or in the language of Deleuze, something "virtual," a constellation of unactualized differential rela tions. Actionimages thus reorganize the articu lated movements established in perceptionim ages and actualize the virtual affects expressed by affectionimages, turning them into concrete states of affairs and modes of behavior.
In the second regime, that of the "new cin ema" studied by Deleuze in Cinema 2 (such as Italian neorealism, the French new wave, the work of Orson Welles, and cinema verité), the sensorymotor link of perception-affect-action breaks down and enables a direct timeimage to appear. Presentations of temporality are no longer subject to sensorymotor sequential relations of cause and effect. We meet distinct pasts, presents, and futures in various differ ent possible relations. In the new cinema the formative division is between "virtual" and "actual": virtual structures of differences that are not put into effect and actual states of af fairs that may or may not conform to those virtual structures. The new cinema shows oscil lating "crystals" of such virtualactual doublets, where neither is subject to the other, unlike the actionimage that actualizes a virtual affect.
We will borrow elements from Deleuze's analytic system and recompose them and their interactions in order to come up with an interpretation of the videos. We argue that the videos are composed of indistinct elements and incompatible events; that in them the action is often missing and impotent; that they create double temporalities and that the actual and the virtual keep spinning in them; that they express affect which is separate from the chain of events being narrated; and that they take place in the "anyspacewhatever" of the occupation. We will analyze how these elements are deployed in two groups of videos: videos made by B'Tselem's researchers and videos made by the amateur Palestinian photographers in the camera distri bution project. We will then look at the political claim that each group of videos elicits. We argue that the researchers' videos create images in which Palestinians live in a situation where virtual, and at the same time very real, disaster and violence are always looming, encompassed by the Israeli occupation. In the videos from the camera distribution project, on the other hand, there is no allencompassing source of horror; violence and fear are not integrated; and the political claim is local and urgent. Although we do not question the importance of the accounts and political claims that B'Tselem and the media underline, we believe that the political claims in this analysis also merit attention.
Indistinct Elements and Incompatible Events
The videos shot by the amateur Palestinian photographers frequently offer complex images that are far from displaying easily discernible and distinct elements that can be divided into two political sides. Often unstable and not clearly articulated, they generate what could be conceptualized, following Deleuze, as liquid or gaseous perceptions. For Deleuze, cinema can offer a nonhuman perception that is "not tailored to solids" (Cinema 1 80) by moving to "a liquid state" (a perceptionimage in which objects flow in and out of the frame) and even reaching "a gaseous state" (a perceptionimage in which all elements, however distant, can come into contact) (Cinema 1 84).
journal of film and video 66.4 / winter 2014 ©2014 by the board of trustees of the university of illinois For example, in "Mitnah ̣alim bevigde shabat tok ̣fim yeladim, at ̣uba" ("Settlers in Shabbat Clothes Attack Children, ATuba" [n.d.] ), 11 the childrenphotographers' attempts to film while running generate a sequence that is hardly intel ligible. The documented action is in fact missed. We do not see an actual confrontation. We see the ground flowing along the cameraeye, patches of sky, and glimpses of halfformed per sons. We can barely see a sling; we can hardly recognize a settler's arm that has just launched a stone. The image is liquid in the sense that it is a single, unedited long take of that which "crosses the frame or flows out" (Deleuze, Cinema 1 217) . At the same time, the perception in this video also has gaseous characteristics in that it is "inseparable as such from certain dynamisms (immobilization, vibration, flickering, sweep, repetition, acceleration, deceleration, etc.)" (De leuze, Cinema 1 217). Indeed, the video obtains "a correlation of two images which are distant (and incommensurable from the viewpoint of our human perception)" (Deleuze, Cinema 1 82).
Such incommensurable images include mixtures of earth and sky, a Palestinian sling and a set tler's stonethrowing arm, and long shots of distant objects and closeups of ones that are near the camera. Things that are supposed to be opposite and apart are brought into contact. The poor technical conditions actually enable this sequence shot, which is supposedly subject to a single moving eye, to escape the limitation of this eye and produce a perception where each material particle can confront any other despite the lack of montage.
An additional, extreme example of the indistinct elements and incompatible events in the videos from the camera distribution project can be found in the first shot, lasting fiftynine seconds, of "Settler Fires at Pal estinians in Hebron" (2008) . Unless one is acquainted with the situation, it is very hard to make sense of this video and to figure out who is who. It begins with settlers confronting Pal estinians at contact range. Then a settler pulls a gun, but the unarmed Palestinians do not Photo 1: A hardly intelligible sequence of patches of earth and sky that largely misses the action it purports to document creates a liquid image in "Settlers in Shabbat Clothes Attack Children, ATuba."
Photo 2: A gaseous perception brings incom mensurable images together in "Settlers in Shabbat Clothes Attack Children, ATuba." back off. After a few seconds of contactrange argument, the settler pulls the trigger, hitting Palestinians. While some Palestinians back off, another jumps the shooter and brings him down. While the settler is held down and beaten, and an injured Palestinian is down on the ground, unable to get up, a couple of meters away, a Palestinian and a settler throw rocks at each other.
But in fact, this is not what one sees in the video. This is the solidified view resulting from repeated viewing and pausing. It relies on assuming a clearcut separation between settlers and Palestinians, which is hard to discern from the video and which ignores col laborators, labor relations between Palestin ians and settlers, and the fact that stones and bullets do not necessarily reach their intended destinations. What one actually sees is a group of distinct events that do not relate to each other. The gun has a strictly local effect and does not dominate the scene; wounded people do not attract the attention of their comrades; and several different microfights happen within a radius of several feet, as if occurring independently. This image verges on what Deleuze calls "peaks of present": various incompatible events that take place together, ignoring the succession of time and the sensorymotor relations that might have tied them together into a logical chain of events (Cinema 2 98-105). Different peaks of violent exchange, which we are used to articulating as an escalating chain or as mutually exclusive forms of violence, all coexist in a single image. In one peak settlers and Palestinians argue verbally; in another they throw stones at each other; in another they lie wounded; in another a settler shoots Palestinians-all within a stone's throw of each other.
Impotent Action
Both in videos made by B'Tselem's research ers and in those shot by the Palestinian par ticipants in B'Tselem's camera distribution project, action is often rendered impotent and gets characters nowhere. An example of the kind of actionimages produced by B'Tselem's researchers is "Route 443: West Bank Road for Israelis Only" (2008) . This video documents a road built partly on appropriated private Palestinian land under the pretext of serving the Palestinian population. A couple of years later, Palestinians were banned from using it, after Palestinians killed five Israelis on this road during the second intifada. 12 The video presents Israeli and Palestinian perceptions of this apartheid road and the parallel Palestin ian road. Interviews with Palestinians are shot mostly in Palestinian cars traveling on the Palestinian road. But the shots of the voyage to Ramallah all repeat the same message: travel is all but stopped. There are no clients for the taxis because the Palestinian road is of poor quality, because travel takes too long, because people are closed off from sources of income and employment, and because the road gets blocked by floods. What we see is not action as such, but the failure of action. Going from the villages to Ramallah is impractical.
This form of impotent action can be related to the "large format" of actionimages, which Deleuze calls SAS' (a situation, leading to an action, leading to a new situation). However, the form we have here is SAS: the action fails to change the situation. In the words of De leuze, instead of modifying the situation, "the individual no longer knows what to do and at best finds himself in the same situation once more" (Cinema 1 144). In the impotent action in the video, "movement is real but, instead of happening from part to part, or in relation to a whole whose change it would express, it hap pens in an encompasser, whose respiration it expresses" (Cinema 1 146). The encompasser here is the Israeli occupation, and in it people struggle with the monotonous attempt to survive: not necessarily to go from a village to Ramallah, but to live in this milieu.
Action remains mostly impotent not only in the videos made by B'Tselem's researchers, but also, in a different way, in the videos shot by the Palestinians in the camera distribution project. For example, toward the end of "Saturday Vio lence-ATuba" (aka "Visual: Settlers Throwing Stones at Palestinians" [2008] ), we hear, "We've been fighting for two hours," and in response to the request to call the police, we hear, "I called, but there's no answer." Action is point less, endless, and futile. Likewise, in "Stoning Neighbors-Hebron" (2007), 13 we see very young children stoning their Palestinian neighbors from across the road. Most of the children are very young and cannot throw the stones far enough to actually reach the Palestinians. An adult set tler is idly standing by. The action is pointless and does not elicit a reaction. But here the futile action does not take place in the encompasser of the large format SAS. Here we encounter what Deleuze characterizes as a "skeleton space," which is "no longer the encompassing stroke of a great contour, but the broken stroke of a line of the universe, across the holes." It is "a vectorial space, a vectorspace, with temporal distances," with heterogeneous elements that "jump from one to the other" or "interconnect directly" (Cinema 1 168). In the videos produced through the camera distribution project, there is no unify ing ambient encompasser. Each action vector connects to others, but these vectors trace only a fragmented line linking the elements of the image. We no longer have an allencompassing ambient situation, but only a skeleton of vectors pointing from one point to another, in ways that do not quite unify but that do connect or relate the different perceptions, affects, and contin gent reactions in a common image. There is no allencompassing political logic behind things, only a sketchy link of causes and effects, desires and suffering, a connection of "heterogeneous elements" (Deleuze, Cinema 1 194) .
The Virtual and the Actual: Double Temporalities and Crystals
The thwarted action in both the researchers' vid eos and the videos from the camera distribution project coincides with complex structures of time and of the actual and the virtual, which cannot be reduced to mere reports or evidence of what happened. For Deleuze, the virtual is a differenti ated structure that is not actualized in a concrete state of affairs, but is nevertheless tangibly real. In the sensorymotor sequence typical of classi cal cinema, the actionimage actualizes, as reac tion to the perceptionimage, the virtual affect expressed in the affectionimage. An inability to act-that is, jammed sensorymotor linkscharacterizes the shift from the actionimage of classical cinema to the timeimage of modern cinema. The characters in this new cinema, Deleuze claims, see rather than act and were criticized for being "too passive." According to Deleuze, they know "how to extract from the event the part that cannot be reduced to what happens: the part of inexhaustible possibility that constitutes the unbearable, the intolerable, the visionary's part" .
The B'Tselem researchers' video "Soldiers Kill Mother and Leave Body with Her Children, May 2008 May " (2008 , for example, presents the testimony of a daughter whose mother was killed and creates a double temporality, which is perhaps what is most unbearable in this video. The first element is a pastpresent: a chain of events narrated by the child, which were the present at some past moment, where soldiers held the child in one room and the dead body of her mother in another. The second is a virtual present: the image of the deserted home, a structure that holds the ca pacity to be actualized in the homeliness of a living family, where narration is calm and quiet. Watching the video, one can hear birds chirp ing. The time of birds and homeliness and the time of war and death are copresent and out of joint. There is a double temporality: that of the actual recounted events that took place in a present that has passed and that of a reality that is virtual, the home or the environment of everyday life, which can be actualized in homeliness or in uncanny violence. This virtual reality lies outside any actual present but may be actualized at any moment.
Moreover, in the new cinema, in which the sensorymotor link breaks down, Deleuze notes the conjunction of the virtual and the actual in a structure he calls a "crystal," which allows direct timeimages to appear. The crystal has two sides-the virtual and the actual (or the real and the imaginary, the present and the past)-that keep spinning and reflecting each other, rather than simply leading from one to the other. The crystal "does not suppress the distinction between the two sides," but rather makes it unattributable. The actual and the virtual, though distinct, are indiscernible and reversible. There is, he writes, "no virtual which does not become actual in relation to the actual, the latter becoming virtual through the same relation" (Deleuze, Cinema 2 69).
In the camera distribution project video "Qa lqiliya, 29 August 2007: Extensive Destruction of Houses and Gross Humiliation of Residents" (2007) , a Palestinian video photographer shoots through his home window. We see a house being demolished, handcuffed Palestin ians made to walk in their underwear, soldiers shooting, a hound sent to scout the ruins. While the soldiers follow the dog and start searching, we hear a child's voice: "What's that? What's that, Dad? What's that? Are they Jews, Dad?" The father says, "Go get the po lice." The child continues, "Shame on them! Be careful, Dad-they'll shoot you!"
The father's actual situation, that of a Pales tinian witness and victim of the occupation, is confronted by the child, a virtual formation, a seed that may one day be actualized, like his father, into a grownup living under the occupa tion. But there's no continuity between this child and this father. The father is confident and ironic ("Go get the police"), shooting a video from a distant window; the child ex presses a naïve articulation of ethics and dan ger, failing to understand the actual balance of power. But this is a crystal not simply because of a break between the future, virtually marked by the child, and the actual present, marked by the father. This is a crystal because actual and virtual spin and reverse. Is it not the father who expresses the virtuality of a game, where he is a spectator outside the actual state of affairs in which the soldiers, police, and Palestinian detainees made to parade in their underwear are welltrained players, while the child realizes that his father does not understand the rules of the game, that he is in actual danger, that the camera could be discovered at any moment and that it could become the target of a bullet?
Crystals form across mirrors (or, in our case, windowpanes), between the lucid and the opaque (exterior daylight and interior darkness), between a seed and that which grows out of it (a child and a grownup). The false contiguity of father and child, the disproportional or incom mensurable relation between the lives they ex press, the absence of a sensorymotor chain that sequentializes these two poles with respect to a common center-all these mark the crystal as a direct expression of dimensions that exceed the sequence of perception-affect-action (Deleuze, Cinema 2 37).
Affect and Unbounded Grief
Many of the videos made by B'Tselem's re searchers feature "talking heads" telling sto ries. But these often exceed a simple narrative and end up expressing affect that is rendered separate from an actual chain of events. For Deleuze, the affectionimage takes place in the gap distinguishing perception from action. After the image is framed and centered, but be fore it is reorganized, a certain tendency plays out, holding reorganization back, delaying im mediate reaction, processing it and rendering it contingent. An affect, according to Deleuze, is abstracted from all spatiotemporal coordinates, suspends individuation, and is completely distinct from that which expresses it, although it does not exist independently of it (Cinema 1 97-100). It is a pure quality that is common to several objects of different kinds or expresses a pure power that passes from one quality to another in an intensive series (Cinema 1 90) . The paradigmatic example of affectionimages is Dreyer's closeups in Joan of Arc. Closeup faces reflect the quality of a perception and a tendency to act but are separate from the perception and action themselves. They form a network of expressed affects that are not reduc ible to their causes (Cinema 1 106).
For example, up to a certain point in the researchers' "Video Testimony: Soldiers Shot and Killed Man and His Son in Their Home, Jan. '09," (aka "Testimony: Man and His Son Shot by Soldiers" [2009] ), a witness is tell ing a story. The family was ordered into their home, the father was called out, soldiers shot him dead, the home came under attack, other family members were wounded, access to ambulances and hospital was denied, and the witness's threeandahalfyearold brother died in his arms. However, at a certain point in his account of the story, the witness turns his face away. The shift from a reflection of a story in the witness's face to a refraction, to a turn ing away of the face from the camera, is a key transition. The witness's face turns away from the actual state of affairs to an affect of grief, a quality whose persistence is independent of the concrete causes that triggered it. The story he tells of the dead father evolves as well and turns into a story of the dead baby brother; then, suddenly, the specific account of the people in the house becomes the general ac count of an unbounded series of dead (or, in the language of the witness, martyred) people. From the concrete Ahmed ASamuni, three and a half years old, lying in a hospital refrigerator, we abruptly move to unnamed and unplaced uncles, aunts, cousins, and their children. The image suspends their individuation. Grief ceases to be localized and placed within clearly articulated coordinates. And through this unbounded repetition, the intensive qual ity of grief turns into the powers of frustration, anger, and despair. As Deleuze writes, the "in tensive series discloses its function, which is to pass from one quality to another, to emerge on to a new quality. To produce a new quality, to carry out a qualitative leap" (Cinema 1 89) .
There are other expressions of affects-that is, expressions not reducible to the perceived and actual, but establishing a reality that is virtual. The researchers' video "Israel Splits Families between Gaza and the West Bank, September 2008" (2009) is one example of such movement. Three parents tell of their separation from their spouses and children be cause of restrictions on mobility between Gaza and the West Bank. One of the parents recounts what, according to a phone call with her neigh bors, her daughter, who was left in Gaza, said: "'Mommy, I dreamt about you.' She dreamt I was cooking while she swept the floor." What is odd about this dream is its mundane character. Dreams are often thought of as carrying char acters into other dimensions; here, however, the dream simply repeats a mundane actual past state of affairs. Rendering the mundane actuality of the past as dreamt marks the cur rent lived situation of the mother as uncannily removed from actual everyday life. It throws into relief the virtual component, the affect of grief, extracted from the mother's present real ity in the West Bank, in which she is separated from the past actual homely activities of cook ing and cleaning in Gaza. A dream is made to frame the actual past so that reality can secrete its virtual present. This is a crystal in which the actual and the virtual keep spinning. The dream retraces the most mundane actual reality, but one that is at bay; the mother's actual life, on the other hand, is a life of uncanny suspense. It is not clear whether the dream expresses an affect waiting to actualize in the mother and daughter's lives, or whether it is the other way around, and the separation and absence are an affect haunting their actual daily chores.
Various other factors serve to remove the im ages presented in this video from the realm of the actual. The parents discuss their separation from their spouses and children in the pres ence of other children. These young children are not engaged in the story. Their interaction with the parent is independent of the story and sometimes even interrupts its narration. These children are not part of the story. The actual presence of children contrasts with the prevailing affect brought forth: the quality of absence and separation from family members left behind, a virtual relation between parents and their absent children or spouses, a relation opposed both to the actuality of the present child and to the way the present parents almost ignore the present children.
Finally, it is the repetition of similar stories by three different parents in a similar visual format that changes the actual stories of specific indi viduals into expressions of an affective virtual relation: what is common to this repetition is an affect independent of concrete coordinates; it may come about anywhere, anytime, for anyone. (The video "3.7.08: Majed Jaradat, 13, Beaten during Interrogation and Imprisoned for Two Months," aka "13 YearOld Beaten during Interrogation and Imprisoned for Two Months" [2008] , makes a similar maneuver: the camera pans across a classroom full of children until it reaches the victim; while the victim is heard testifying, we see him playing soccer, like "any other" child.)
The Any-Space-Whatever of the Occupation
The spaces that appear in the videos from the camera distribution project are characterized by virtual violence that may actualize for anyone at any time. These are not formal abstract images, but concrete singular images of Palestinian life that do not trace a wellarticulated internal ge ometry and cannot be pinned to a specific state of affairs. They display the virtual, nonlocalized dimension of singular violence and fear, that which can be actualized anywhere in the occu pied territories.
In the second half of the camera distribution project video "Settlers Raid 'Asira alQibliya and Attack Residents" (aka "Jewish/Israelis Ter rorising Palestinians in Their Homes" [2008] ), we see the image shot by a camera that was left at the window. We hear settlers talking to a soldier and then see glimpses of their limbs as they break a water pipe and plan to vandalize the house, until eventually the view is blocked when the camera is discovered and attempts are made to remove it.
The fact that we do not see what is going on extracts the virtual, affective dimension from the situation. Since they are not visible, the settlers and the raid can be reconstructed and localized in many different ways. Because it has no coordinates, their space is what Deleuze calls "anyspacewhatever." As he explains, any spacewhatever "is not an abstract universal," but "a space of virtual conjunction, grasped as pure locus of the possible." It is a "perfectly singular space, which has merely lost its homo geneity, that is, the principle of its metric rela tions or the connection of its own parts, so that the linkages can be made in an infinite number of ways" (Cinema 1 109). The space in this video is not an abstract empty space, but the space of distinct qualities of violence and fear that are not confined to a specific actual state of affairs. This singular settler raid, as it were, can take place anywhere, anytime, and victimize any Palestinian in the occupied territories.
What we actually see in this video is not movement in space (all we have is a still image of a rock). Instead, we hear the settlers order a soldier around, timing him. The settlers will disperse only if the soldier is swift enough in clearing the area of Palestinians. The settlers count the seconds, and this counting is the main content of the (sound) image. We sense fear and violence, but not in a sequence of movements. We hear the counting of time independent of a moving image (in the accounts discussed previ ously of parents separated from children and spouses, time was also measured by counting the time since the separation, rather than by ac tion). The counting itself is erratic: at one stage settlers tell the soldier that he has one minute to clear the Palestinians away, that half a minute has already passed, and also that he has twenty seconds left. Earlier on, one of the settlers starts counting from two to seven, at times singing out the number and extending the vowels in a way that is reminiscent of counting in rhythmic chil dren's games, such as skipping rope, but which does not match any activity we can see or hear. We do not simply have an affect extracted from the sequence of a movement image; we see a di rect image of fearful and violent time separated from the sensorymotor sequence of events.
This kind of "genetic element of the affection image" (Deleuze, Cinema 1 110), more funda mental, according to Deleuze, than the kinds of affection images described previously, reaches its most extreme form in the camera distribution project video "Saturday Violence-ATuba." After a sequence of liquid or gaseous perception images, we have an image of empty blue sky, accompanied by a scream: "Mom!" And again, later, after another such sequence, an empty blue sky and the scream "They've killed me!"-not an abstraction of fear and violence, but the anyPalestinianfearofsettlerviolencewhatever.
Conclusion I: The Researcher Videos
These elements are deployed in different ways and elicit different political claims in the video reports made by B'Tselem's researchers and in the videos made by the Palestinian participants in B'Tselem's camera distribution project.
The most delicate and clever feature of the B'Tselem researchers' videos is precisely that although they obey the political logic of the oc cupation and international law, they also bring up something that this logic does not seem able to contain or comprehend. The virtual and actual poles of B'Tselem's videos go beyond a straightforward depiction of the facts-that is, that something "was there." We see not only that it was; we see that it can be, is about to be, is bound to be anywhere, at any time, for any Palestinian living in the occupied territories. These videos are not only about specific viola tions of human rights. They are also about the Israeli form of control and governance in the oc cupied territories, which is a disaster waiting to actualize. In making this claim, B'Tselem goes beyond the mandate of a human rights organi zation committed to international humanitarian law. It recognizes that Palestinians live their everyday lives-only some of them fall victim to catastrophic human rights violations-but all Palestinians live in a reality of a virtual disaster that is really there, independent of its past, present, or future actualization.
Ariella Azoulay and Adi Ophir characterize the Israeli regime in the occupied territories as a regime of suspended rule of law and deferred violence, which can be and are reinstated and implemented at unexpected intervals ("Order of Violence") . This conception resonates well Photo 4: The "anyspacewhatever" of settler violence in the second half of "Settlers Raid 'Asira alQibliya and Attack Residents" has no coordinates and can take place anywhere in the occupied territories.
with the temporality expressed in the B'Tselem researchers' videos: not only did it happen there and then, but it is always looming ahead; it is virtually there throughout Palestinian time and space as ruled by the Israeli occupation.
For example, the video "Heart Patient Dies after Soldiers Prevent Her Evacuation to Hospi tal" (aka "Testimony: Heart Patient Dies at Israeli Checkpoint" [2008] ) is framed as a race against time, employing the common tickingclock nar rative device.
14 A heart patient must be brought to a hospital. But the ambulance is blocked at a checkpoint, and then the taxi taking the patient to the ambulance is not allowed to pass through, and then there is a failed negotiation with a soldier, and then a doctor is reached who cannot provide help, and by the time the next doctor is reached, it is too late. But this story is not told as an SAS' form, where a dangerous situation leads to a series of bold actions that in turn lead to a new situation. The witnesses tell the story in a calm and considered tone; the soundtrack is full of everyday noises; on the road in the back ground, we can see traffic flowing unobstructed. The actual chain of events is contrasted with an affect of nonlocalized helplessness and despair refracted onto a virtual dimension by closeup faces; the action leads nowhere and fails to reor ganize the situation.
This formation of a nonlocalized affect (long ing, despair) and an allencompassing situation (the occupation), the articulation of actual states of affairs (stories of disaster and violation of rights), and haunting virtual realities (homes, both cozy and uncanny, where these stories are told) lead us toward the oscillation of crystals. We find ourselves in a double bind of mundane and violent situations, where it is impossible to stop the spinning that turns one into the other. 15 The oscillation between the two poles is controlled and dominated by the encompasser: the occupation. There is a logic of motion restric tions, legal injunctions, and military raids that ties everything together. It all belongs within the narrative of the legal system of international law and a clear political confrontation: the Palestin ian people and the Israeli occupation.
Conclusion II: The Camera Distribution Project Videos
In contrast, the videos made by the Palestin ians in the camera distribution project have no center, not even the occupation as such. There is no overwhelming occurrence or source toward which the videos lead us. They start with universal relations between objects in liquid/gaseous perceptionimages, dwell in anyspacewhatever, and react with smallscale local impotent jerks. The videos of the camera distribution project lead us beyond even the limited unity of a skeleton held together by vec tors of action. In "Settler Fires at Palestinians in Hebron" we see the collapse of the fragile skeleton of vectors that relates the different elements. Instead of sensorymotor relations we see different peaks of present that are dif ficult to put together into a single narrative and that our narrative logic would relegate to differ ent times or places, even though they obviously occur together in the same image.
One of the most famous Palestinian vid eos uncovered by B'Tselem and distributed within its camera project, "Soldiers Fires [sic] 'Rubber' Bullet at Handcuffed, Blindfolded Palestinian" (aka "Visual: Blindfolded Pal estinian Shot by Soldier with Rubber Bullet" [2008] ) makes this point in a different way. The video consists of four shots. In the first the Palestinian demonstrator is seen waving a flag through a haze. In the second the demon strator is sitting handcuffed and blindfolded. In the third the demonstrator is made to stand in front of a soldier taking aim. Then a shot is heard, and the camera startles. The next shot shows the demonstrator lying on the ground and a soldier performing first aid on him ac cording to army protocol (checking for bleed ing behind the legs).
Even though perception in this video is quite well articulated, and the affect is consistent with its actualization in the specific state of af fairs, the conjunction of shooting a blindfolded and handcuffed man and providing that victim with first aid forces into contact things that do not seem to belong together. Moreover, while the victim is lying on the ground, a cell phone rings, and a funky melody dominates the audio track, reminding us that the photographer is shooting from within her home and casual daily life. Things are there, but they do not add up. Again, we see incompatible peaks of present actualizing side by side.
It is not quite clear which side of the window is the actual side and which one the virtual. What we see beyond the window is how any Palestinian, including the one holding the cam era, can suddenly fall victim to an arbitrary shot, which breaks the rules of "legal" military action. What we hear on the videographer's side of the window is the daily reality of Palestinians watch ing the occupation from within their homes and mundane lives. Neither side of the window actualizes the other, but each side is the virtual structure that the other side may find itself ac tualizing at any moment. The windowpane is a surface around which a crystal oscillates.
In the camera distribution project videos (unlike the videos made by B'Tselem's re searchers), we do not see a people living under occupation where virtual pending wrongs and disasters, well articulated in advance in the narrative language of humani tarian law, are constantly and really there, even while they remain unactualized. Rather, we see persons living where everything may collide and fall into contact, even the most distant extremes, even the exchanges that make the least sense. In the hotter areas of conflict, settlers, soldiers, Palestinians, clubs, stones, and bullets collide in all directions. The validity of motion restrictions, injunction warrants, and military law is fragile and arbi trary. In such areas the logic of humanitarian and military law is vague (despite the attempt by B'Tselem video editors to "cool down" the images and make sense of situations). In these areas, the occupation manifests itself as a form of government "which is not one" (see Azoulay and Ophir, Misht ̣ar) . In such any spaceswhatever, where incompatible peaks of present collide and crystals spin without an encompasser controlling them, disparate sets overlap and rival each other, without being able to organize themselves according to sensorymotor schemata. . . . [T] here is no way to distinguish them even though they are distinct and also incompat ible. This is space before action . . . like a fluctuatio animi which does not point to an indecision of the spirit, but to an undecid ability of the body. (Deleuze, Cinema 2 203) According to Deleuze, we might reach the point where " [t] he screen itself is the cerebral membrane where immediate and direct con frontations take place between the past and the future, the inside and the outside, at a distance impossible to determine, independent of any fixed point" (Cinema 2 125). The result ing new image of thought ("noosphere") , for Deleuze, holds a great promise. It leads us to a new articulation of true and false-not the truth of what happened versus the falsity of what did not, but the incompatible conjunctions allowed by cinema's modern images, the new stories they can tell, and the new people they can make. The political horizon is one where "third world cinema has this aim: through trance or crisis, to constitute an assemblage which brings real parties together, in order to make them produce collective utterances as the pre figuration of the people who are missing" (Cinema 2 224). This space of undecidable bodies before action, superposed on this "noosphere" of confrontations and relinkages, is articulated by Deleuze as a space where "the people are missing" (Cinema 2 216; see also the entire third section of chapter 8).
This is the space of the camera distribution video photographers' minor form of expression articulated against dominant languages (the ruling language of national conflict and the NGO language of international humanitarian law), where myths must be undone in favor of a new storytelling by a people yet to come. But the missing people here cannot be the Palestin ian people. Today in Israel/Palestine, the Pales tinian and Jewish peoples are already there, so thoroughly entrenched that, as Azoulay argues, images challenge us to read claims outside the ruling logic of a national struggle. These people are not a thirdworld nation yet to come; they are a transnational people of solidarity, those who intervene here and now by means of direct action against an ongoing disaster. The politi cal claim staked here is local and urgent, and indeed, some international and Israeli activists heed the call to join these people. They come to be present, bear witness, intervene, mediate or come between, stake claims, and participate, even if only briefly, in this minor form of life.
Already, in 1987, before the first intifada, Is raeli author David Grossman characterized the Palestinian time as other, as "yellow." In 1987 this different temporality was one of awaiting a major change. Today, according to the images of the B'Tselem researchers' videos, it is a time of constant virtual fear, violence, and looming disaster. But the images produced through the camera distribution project express a different temporality. "Palestinian," "Israeli Jew," and "occupation" no longer exhaust reality. Violence and fear are not integrated but are local and urgent. Their images express the opening of new possibilities for life, struggle, and solidarity but also run these possibilities against multiple ac tualizations of uncanny violence and fear.
The question here is not which images better represent Palestinian lives. The cooler images of looming allencompassing disaster and the hotter images of distributed clashes and frag mented fears are all constructed through the interaction of Palestinians, settlers, soldiers, cameras, and an Israeli NGO, all subject to their interests and limitations. But the fact remains that both kinds of images are there and that they express claims. With respect to the people whose lives are concerned, these claims are partial and mediated. But they are nevertheless there and merit our attention. Extracting the claim and grasping the wrong in and beyond both kinds of images remains a continued in terpretive challenge, which leads to a challenge to take action. We hope to have contributed to keeping this task in motion.
NOTES
1. Its name, "B'Tselem," is taken from the book of Genesis, in which it is written that "God created man in His own image [B'Tselem in Hebrew]" (Gen esis 1:27). This is the spirit in which, according to B'Tselem's website, the first article of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights states that " [a] ll human beings are born equal in dignity and rights." 2. B'Tselem additionally distributes videos shot by Palestinians who were not part of its camera distribu tion project.
3. The popular Israeli website Ynet, for example, posted a selection of B'Tselem's short videos made by young Palestinians in Gaza telling about their lives under the blockade (Bronner) . In at least one case, video works initiated by B'Tselem have been used as video art within an exhibition (Hoffman) .
4. See Halpern; McCarthy, "Inquiry," "Media," and "Middle East"; and Ross. The fact that it is an Israeli NGO that is handing out cameras to Palestinians and then distributing their videos has been promoted by B'Tselem as empowering, but it could also be argued that it might be a troubling form of colonialism.
5. See Cheslow; Derfner; Hubbard; and Rees. These are similar to familiar ethical and political discussions of documentaries (e.g., Aufderheide; Carroll; Nichols; Renov; Rosenthal and Corner; Sobchack; Winston; and Zimmerman) . In the context of the Israeli occupa tion, see Zanger and Duvdevani. 6. B'Tselem's goal of providing clear information about human rights is evinced in the videos by the use of titles and subtitles (which not only translate but also sometimes interpret sounds and identify speak ers) as well as various audio and visual effects. For example, "Masked Attackers Settlers Attack Palestinian Shepherds in Southern Hebron Hills" (2009), "Police man HeadButts Palestinians in Silwan" (2008) , and "Soldier Fires RubberCoated Metal Bullet from Short Range at Demonstrator in Bil'in" (2009) employ slow motion, frame enlargements, repetition of sequences, partial muting of the soundtrack, and digital graphics to single out and clearly articulate a settler hitting a Palestinian with a stick, a soldier headbutting a Pal estinian woman whose house is being demolished, and a soldier shooting a peaceful demonstrator from short range. There is an audible and visible effort in the videos to provide information and to show to the Israeli and international public what happened.
7. Deleuze claims that the shot divides and subdivides duration according to the objects which make up the set; it reunites objects and sets into a single identical duration. . . . Given that it is a consciousness which carries out these divisions and reunions, we can say of the shot that it acts like a consciousness. But the sole cinemato graphic consciousness is not us, the spectator, nor the hero; it is the camera-sometimes human, sometimes inhuman or superhuman. (Cinema 1 20) For him, then, subjectivity or consciousness is not something that acts on the film from the outside (as part of the conditions of production or the events that the images represent), but is rather immanent to the film itself. 8. We would, in other words, like to derive political claims from what B'Tselem's documentaries conduce as facts of last analysis, rather than as representa tions of anterior, possibly occluded facts (cf. the con cept of "matter of fact" in Deleuze, Francis Bacon).
9. For previous uses of Deleuze in readings of Pal estinian or Israeli moving images, see, for example, Yosef and the work of Gertz and Hermoni. 10. According to our view, applying Deleuze's con cepts to empirical phenomena is not an act of uncover ing the given adequacy of a concept to a phenomenon, but a creative challenge. Deleuze's concepts are virtual anchorage points-that is, relational structures of dif ferences not yet applied to actual situations, which can be actualized in different ways when confronted with phenomena. Our analysis is therefore a somewhat fragmentary and opportunistic application of Deleuze's ideas. Indeed, Deleuze's concepts are meant to be actualized according to the opportunities presented to them. See Deleuze and Guattari, especially chapter 1.
11. This video was previously available on B'Tselem's website in Hebrew (see " Mitnaḥalim") .
12. Recently, the Israeli High Court of Justice ruled that the road must be reopened for Palestinian cars. In fact, only a very small portion was actually opened to Palestinians.
13. This video was previously available on B'Tselem's website (see "Stoning Neighbors-Hebron").
14. Deadlines, and particularly a tickingclock climax in the last act, have long been a common and acknowledged technique in traditional Hollywood storylines .
15. Characters are "given over to something intoler able which is simply their everydayness itself. It is here that the reversal is produced: movement is no longer simply aberrant, aberration is now valid in itself and designates time as its direct cause. 'Time is out of joint'" (Deleuze, Cinema 2 41).
